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TO THEJUL A. S. G.
Greetings to the delegates to the conference of the Women's
Intercollegiate Association of Student Governments! The students of
Wellesley College cordially welcome you and hope that you will not
be so intent upon solving the problems of student government thai
you will miss seeing the beauties of our campus; nor so busy with
your many engagements that we may not get acquainted with you per-
sonally. One of the greatest benefits of such conferences as this is
the opportunity afforded to compare notes on student conditions in
the various colleges. It is twenty years since the first conference of
the Association was called at Wellesley. and we consider ourselves
fortunate to be entertaining the conference again this year. We hopt
that from this conference you may carry back to your respective col-
leges many constructive ideas. The time is short, the problems com-
plex and difficult, but we trust that the co-operative efforts of many
may tackle them directly, and that by concentrating on the fundamental
principles behind student government and student activities you may
gain a feeling of unity and may come to conclusions which are pro-
gressive and helpful to all concerned.
MASS MEETING HELD
FOR ENTIRE COLLEGE
A general dissatisfaction with the
present smoking rule, coupled with
the success of Vassar's new system,
turned the trend of college opinion
toward a more liberal rule, at the all-
college mass meeting held last Thurs-
day.
Elizabeth Smith, "26. President of
College Government, opened the meet-
ing by reporting, from' information
gained at the conference which she
recently attended, ways in which the
smoking problem is dealt with in the
various women's colleges. She stres-
sed particularly the recent Vassar
ruling, which is similar to the rule
proposed for Wellesley, and its suc-
cess. She read the ballot on which
the college voted the next day, ex-
plaining the meaning of each question
with great care, and urging that
•every-one vote.
Before the meeting was opened for
discussion, Rebecca Barrett, '26.
Speaker of the House of Representa-
tives, reported the meeting of the
House in which the changing of the
rule was considered. She summar-
ized the opinions presented by the
House, and concluded with a report
of the vote of the House. 40 to 9 in
favor of a rule similar to the Vassar
forth
ssion from the house brought
(marks from all classes. The
Vassar ruling found many adherents.
who based their opinion on the ma-
turity of college students, and their
ability to act freely in accordance
with their own discrimination. The
failure of the present rule, it was felt,
is not a sufficient excuse for changing
it; yet a rule which the majority will
feel honorably bound to keep is bet-
ter than one which is broken openly.
A smaller faction, which felt a need
(Continued on Page 3. Col 2)
ELSHUCO TRIO CONCERT WILL
TAKE PLACE ON NOVEMBER 19
A concert will he given by the
Elshuco Trio on Thursday even
November 19. in Billings Hall at e:
o'clock. Admission to this Concer
by tk'kets, which may be obtained
without charge and up to the capacity
of the Hall, at the Information Bu-
reau, or at the office of the Music De-
partment after November 12.
The Elshuco Trio, William Kroll,
Willem Willeke. and Aurelio Giorni,
will be assisted by Karl Kraeuter and
Herbert Borodkin. The concert is a
gift to the College from Mrs. Eliza-
beth Sprague Coolidge of Pittsfield,
Mass,, and is repeated at Smith, Am-
herst and Mount Holyoke.
THREE CLASSES TIE IN
SPORTS COMPETITION
Freshman Class Makes Its Debut In
The Athletic Line By Winning
Field Day this year was quite re-
markable in several ways. Three
classes tied for first place, each hav-
ing 19 points: the seniors, sopho-
mores, and freshmen. Due to the de-
creased number of fall sports offered,
fewer games were played than for-
merly, but everyone will agree that
there was plenty to watch. In basket
ball the sophomores were victorious
over the freshmen. The putting con-
test was won by Ellen Bartlett '27,
nd Katherine Marsh '26 was second.
The senior-sophomore hockey game
stilted in a tie, while the freshman
second team beat the second team of
The class of "29 were victorious
volley ball, and the varsity won
from the Faculty team after three
? games. The riding exhibit
closed the program. '29 proving the
best in form. Virginia Wellington,
ident of the Athletic Association1
,
made the awards, which
buted as follows:













BROWN SENDS MUSICAL CLUBS
FOR CONCERT AT WELLESLEY
Anyone who remembers the enthu-
siasm over the Wellesley-Princeton
Glee Club concert last year on the
night of the- Harvard-Princeton game
will not fail to hear the concert to be
given by Brown and Wellesley on No-
vember 21. The attraction is, if any-
thing, even greater than before, for
Brown is sending not only her Glee
Club but also the Banjo Club and the
Varsity Quartet. Vocal, accordion, xyl-
ophone, and ukelele solos will be given.
And to cap the climax Brown's Jazz
Team, their best in years, will play for
dancing until midnight.
Wellesley's part in the concert in-
cludes some popular, well-known songs
as well as some which will please with
their novelty. The rehearsals are
being led, preparatory to the concert.
by Mr. Macdougall. so that a more fin-
ished performance may be expected
than under student leadership. The
Gle? Club is larger this year than last.
Tickets for the concert, which begins
at eight, and for the dance following
are to be on sale at the El table Mon-
day and Tuesday, and also later in the
week and at the Box Office.
VARIED PROGRAM WILL
BE PRESENTED BY BARN
Informals Will Include Prize Play,
Golden Doom by Lord Dunsany,
And A French Farce
Variety is one of the chief features
of the program which will be present-
ed by the Barnswallows Association on
Friday evening, November 13, at 7:45
P, M., in Alumnae Hall. The Infor-
mals will be given at this time with
a view to the entertainment of the dele-
gates to the conference of the Women's
Intercollegiate Association of Student
Governments, which is being held at
Wellesley this year.
The first of the three plays to be
performed is Horns of the Moon, writ-
ten by Eloise Smith. '26, winner of the
fifty dollar prize offered by the Barn-
swallows for the best original one-act
play. Horns of the Moon is a fantasy
which concerns the white flower that
hangs between the horns of the moon.
When the play opens an old man and a
youth are wandering through a coun-
try where the people worship the god-
dess of the moon. On a dark and lone-
ly mountain top they discover a golden-
haired girl singing to the moon, and
the white flower that hangs between
its horns. The plot concerns the youth
and the white flower, and is a charm-
ing explanation of the appearance of
the man and lady in the moon. A de-
lightful touch is given at the end by
the old man, who remains firm in his
belief that the moon is a piece of
cheese and the markings on its face the
holes in the cheese. The play is being
coached by its author, with the follow-
ng cast:
iVhite Flower Schoenberger, S., '26
Gohlenhaii-ed Girl ......Steers, H., '28
Youth Wickham, A. B., '29
Old Man May, I., '29
Priestess Finsterwald. M., '28
(Continued on Page 2, Column 1)
WILLIAM BEEBE TO DESCRIBE
FASCINATING SEA CREATURES
Some of the many secrets of the
ocean, depicting strange combinations
of romance and fact, will be revealed
to Wellesley when William Beehe. the
well known scientist and explorer,
comes to lecture in Alumnae Hall
next Tuesday evening. Tickets are
now on sale at the college Bookstore.
All America has followed the hopes
and discoveries of the famous Arctur-
us Expedition sent last summer to the
Sargasso Sea and the Galapagos Is-
lands by the Tropical Research De-
partment of the New York Zoological
Society, under Mr. Beehe's leadership.
The expedition had as its base the es-
pecially equipped steamship Arcturus,
which had been converted into a float-
ing laboratory with every known
modern appliance for the dredging of
the ocean and the examinations of the
specimens obtained.
On the West coast of South
America, where the cold Humboldt
Current from the Antarctic plays
queer tricks with what would other-
wise be a tropical coast, abnormal
forn
abound.
of n al life
great depths, meas-
ured in miles rather than in feet,
came marine oddities, many blind
from lack of light, many carrying
their own phosphorescent lighting
equipment to lure their prey. Among
the unusual forms found was an eel
transparent as glass.
The Galapagos Islands, so aptly
termed by Mr. Beebe "World's End"
as well as hitherto unvisited islands
of the Archipelago, yielded their
share of strange land animals and
little-known birds, as well as other
Page 2, Col. 1)
MANY VISITORS WELCOMED TO
INTER-COLLEGIATE CONFERENCE
Delegate To Association For Student Government Conference
Are Housed In Claflin Where First Session
Is Being Held At Two O'clock Today
OVER FIFTY COLLEGES REPRESENTED
PRESIDENT PENDLETON SPEAKS
TO COLLEGE ENTRANCE BOARD
President Pendleton and Miss
Frances Knapp represented Wellesley
at the anniversary dinner of the Col-
lege Entrance Examination Board
given on Friday, November 6, in New
York City. This dinner commemor-
ated the founding of the Board twen-
ty-five years ago. Miss Pendleton was
one of the speakers, her subject be-
ing "Impartial and Impersonal Ad-
ministration of Educational Respon-
sibilities." President Woolley of Mt.
Holyoke, the chairman of the Board,
presided. M'ti Holyoke and Wellesley
were the first women's colleges to be-
come members of the Board.
In her introductory address. Presi-
dent Woolley dealt with the Board's
progress as the "Best example of
efficient and successful cooperation in
the history of education." Other
speakers were: Nicholas Murray But-
ler, President of Columbia, Dr. Henry
S. Pritchett, President of the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching, Julius Sachs, Professor
emeritus of education at Teachers'
College, Columbia; and Wilson Far-
rand, headmaster of Newark Academy
and clerk of the board of trustees of
Princeton.
Representatives from leading sec-
ondary schools and educational insti-
tutions, as well as from many col-
leges and universities attended the
dinner. A message was read from
Dr. Charles W. Eliot, President emeri-
tus of Harvard, who was among those
who brought the Board into existence.
ip Wellesley College Government
Association wishes to welcome the
delegates from the various colleges
which are taking part in the annual
conference of the Women's Intercol-
legiate Association of Student Gov-
lents meeting now at Wellesley.
The delegates are being entertained
Claflin where the first session will
be held this afternoon at two o'clock,
nd lasting until 4:30. Dinner is to
e served at. 6 : 15 this evening at
Alumnae Hall, at which time the sec-
retary of the International Alliance
will address the conference. After
dinner President Pendleton will re-
ceive the guests at Tower Court.
Group Meetings Tomorrow
Special discussion groups will meet
tomorrow morning between nine and
twelve-thirty, at the various society
houses. The delegates will he group-





"THE CRADLE SONG" BY SIERRA
IS BARNSWALLOWS' FALL PLAY
The Barnswallows' Association is to
give for its fall play The Cradle Song
by G. Martinez Sierra, the youngest of
established playwrights for the Span-
ish stage.
Sierra, who was born in Madrid in
1SS1, was educated there and received
his dramatic inspiration in the Art
Theatre founded in Madrid in 1899.
He acted in this theatre with Bena-
The Cradle Song, which was pub-
lished in 1911, has an unusual setting,
a cloister of a convent of enclosed Do-
minican Nuns. In a foreword to an
edition of The Cradle Song Mr. John
Garrett Underbill explains some of the
significance of Sierra's plays. "His
comedy possesses a quality which is
distinctive and personal, at once rich-
er and humanly more significant than
the works of any competitors in the
genre. His comedies attain perfection
in the beautiful idylls of religious
life."
Of Sierra's message Mr. Underbill
says, "He is an apostle of the new
order which is to be assured, in his
conception, through a more truly inter-
national culture and sympathy, a keen-
er social consciousness." Recent com-
edies indicate that "the modern move-
ment turns toward the practical and






ritten forty plays in ad-
* plays in collaboration








4. Problems of Co-educational col-
]<*geB i'ii>u.'iivi t
5. Girls' colleges with an enrol-
ment over 500 (Smith).
6. Girls' colleges with an enrol-
ment under 500 (Skidmore).
These discussion groups will re-
sume their work at 3:30 P. M., when
tea will be served. Until that time
in the afternoon the conference will
hold an open session in Claflin. In
the evening the guests are invited to
the dramatic production presented by
the Barnswallows Association at
Alumnae Hall.
The final session will be held Sat-
urday morning to be concluded at
noon, unless it is voted at the first
session today to extend the confer-
ence until 4:30 P. M.
To DISCUSS Variety of Topics
The questions to be discussed are
grouped under the two main head-
ings, the function of Student Govern-
ment within the college, and its func-
tion in regard to problems outside the
college cam pus. Under the first di-
vision, the topics, the necessity of
Student Government, its aims socially,
academically, and in relation to Fac-
ulty and Administration will be
brought before the delegates for dis-
The conference will also try
Continued on Page 3, Col. 1)
VACHEL LINDSAY TO READ AT
LAST POEM RECITAL OF YEAR
In Alumnae Hall, at 4:40 on Tues-
day afternoon, November 17, Mr. Va-
chal Lindsay, who has so often de-
lighted a Wellesley audience, will
give the final poem recital of this
term. Requests for particular poems,
if sent to me at Curve Street before
November 10, will be brought to Mr.
Lindsay's notice, hut it by no means
follows that these poems will be ren-
dered. He is especially weary of The
Congo.
Hearers who crave a poet's auto-
graph do well to express their appre-
ciation of his poetry by presenting
for his signature not a jagged scrap
torn from a notebook, but the flyleaf
of a purchased volume of his poems.
Katharine Lee Bates
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
1 LRIED PROGfiAM WILL
BE PRESENTED BY BARN
Continued from Page 1. Col. 3)
The second number on the program
is Golden Doom, by Lord Dunsany.
Here the scene is laid before the palace
gates of the King of Babylon at the
time when the Babylonians worshipped
the stars. A small girl and boy are
playing before the great iron gates.
They originate some verses and are so
pleased with them that they inscribe
them on the gates, when the guards
have gone away. The remainder of the
play deals with the consequences of
their act. and their satisfaction, final
ly, when they find the King's crown
which they suppose is the hoop which
they have lost. Ellen Bartlett, '27, who
is chairman of the Informals, is coach
ing this play. The cast includes:
King .Revere. A., '26
Chamberlain
. Clack, E. D., '29
Chief Prophet Lyon, H., '2G
First Prophet Lansburgn, B., '29
Second Prophet Hopkins, B., '29
Boy Petit, H„ '28
Girl .Stern, J.
Two Sentries Poindexter, J., '28
Abbot. A., '2!>
Stranger Rothenburg, L., '27
Spies. Auryansen, E„ '27, Pearl. R.. '29
Attendant Thexton, Elsbeth, '28
The third and last play to be given is
of an entirely different nature. It is
a fifteenth century French farce, The
Pie and the Tart, by Maurthin Doudo.
recently translated into English. It
aims to show that even poets can be
practical in time of necessity, and use
their wits to save themselves from star-
vation. The play is being coached by
Anne Revere, and the parts are cast
Baker .Augus, I., '29
Marion Moak, R„ '27
Winifred McCarthy, M.. '28
Leanface Mills, M., '26
Ellen Bartlett, '27, is chairman of
luformals. The chairmen of Commit-
tees are as follows:
Dorothy Harcourt. '26
Chairman of Costumes
Margaret Bush, '2S Sub-Chairman
Helen Levine, '26 Chairman of Scenery











Ruth Weinberg, '26 Chairman of Food
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
I Helen Elsaj '28

















1. Ellen Bartlett '27
2. Katherine Marsh '26
3. Anne Revere '26
4. .lean Poindexter '28
Substitutes:
1. Elizabeth Ruhnka '27
2. Ruth Weinberg "26
W's in hockey were awarded:
Jane Chalfante '2S
Rosalie Drake '27
Althi a Pease '26
Virginia Wellington '2G
Mary Worth '2S
Honorable Mention was give
Lynah '29.




















































Individual cups were awarded:
Basketball Frances Bates
'
Hockey Rosalie Drake '
Riding Elizabeth Nash
Volley ball Lois Harwood
MORRISON GIFT SHOP
Successor to Sue Rice Art Shop
College and Social Stationery, Engraving, Cards, Pictures,
Picture Frames, Linens, Gifts for all occasions.
HOTEL WABAN BLOCK WELLESLEY VILLAGE
OF BOSTON





A very low price for this aristocrat
of fabrics. Afternoon and evening
dresses, in high colors and soft
shades.
Pictured—long sleeved afternoon
dress with Mandarin collar, long
ties, petal trimmed hern, and but-
tons down the back. $19.75
FILENE'S WELLESLEY SHOP
50 Central Street
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Ocean Yields Secrets
Men have investigated the remote
deserts, the snow wastes, and the
jungles of the earth, but it is I
the ocean bottom that comes the i
est sensation — the latest food for
scientific thought. Mr. Beebe is i
ly gifted in being able to bring to
the general public in entertaining as
well as accurate form, the latest
wonders of scientific research and
discoveries. Deserving of a place in
the small group of scientists who are
also men of letters, a group which in-
cludes Fabre and W. H. Hudson, Mr.
.Beebe now assumes a prominent place
by virtue of his scientific attainments
and his well-known literary gifts.
, Mr. Beebe is said to be as charming
on a lecture platform as when writ-
ing his fascinating works, since his
style is informal and his personality
magnetic. The lecture at Wellesley
will he illustrated not only by re-
markable motion pictures of the ex-
pedition, but also by hand-colored
lantern slides, which, because of their
true color, can adequately give tin
beauty of the rare marine specimens
found on the expedition.
Correct apparel' /ofUrbmenSOtfisses










and Wednesday Avcmc—the newest and
smartest uj fashion.. Ei-cvv
thing/or the College ward
November robe at «"K,
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H. L. FLAGG CO.
Dr. Dwight R. Clement
Dentist







Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M.A.
Dentist
Taylor Block Wellesley Square
Tel. 0471-R—Res. 0529
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST




given .to all work brought by
students and faculty of Wellesley




e, Opp. Post Office
'elleslcy 0217-R.
With every appointment






Marcel Waving a Specialty
All branches of the work done
Open daily from 9 A. M. to 6 P. M. and





Sport Hosiery to match
8S SUMMER ST. 455 WASHINGTON ST.
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to accomplish something definite ii
the way of eliminating such difficul-
ties as lack of interest among the stu
dents, dissatisfaction among minori-
ties, "red tape," and any others sug-
gested.
As to the function of Student Gov-
ernment in regard to matters outside
campus interests, problems of inter-
collegiate, national, and international
significance will be under discussion.
The following is a list of the dele-
gates attending the conference, which
compie the NEWS
President—Welles ley, H. .Elizahet
Smith.
Treasurer—Radcliffe, Lydia Cutle
Secretary — Connecticut, Hele
Hood.
Colleges ami Delegates
Adelphi — Dorothy Bennet. Isalx
Brown.
Agnes Scott—Ellen Douglass Lej
burn, Virginia Browning.















Connecticut — Theodosia Hewlett,






Goucher — Eleanor Matlock, Char-
lotte Bush.
Hollins — Dorothy Merry, Hose B.
Chamberlain.
Hood—Hazel Lucas, Fiances Good.
H. Sophia Xewcomb Memorial
—
—Ethel Bauer, Catherine Witt.
Lake Erie
Margaret Morrison Carnegie —
Edith Arren. Genevieve Cannors.
Maryland
Alississippi State — Zria Campbell,
Laura Robertson.
Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
or change, yet did not wish sucb :
adical plan as the Vassar one, ap
iroved the suggestion which wouli
forbid smoking on the campus and ii
illage of Wellesley, and woult
smoking elsewhere to the dis
i of the students. The chief ob
jection to this rule, raised both ir
be House of Representatives and at
he mass meeting, was that it would
n all probability lead to the break-
ng of the "7:30 rule", and thus would
lot remedy the situation.
Those who upheld the present
tiling based their arguments on the
act that, since smoking is not every-
where recognized as a social custom.
Wellesley would be sanctioning a
habit t lie propriety of which is still
questioned. This argument was an-
swered by an appeal to the liberality
of the college, and to its trust in the
discrimination of its students.
The balloting, which took place on
Friday at the El Table, served as an
indication of college opinion, as so





Mount Holyoke — Elizabeth Hal-
stead, Eucy Street. '




Oberlin — Elizabeth Bennet. Grace
Good.
Ohio Wesleyan — Pherbia Thomas,
Marian Sergeant.
Pennsylvania — Catherine Sayers,
Esther Watson.








Skidmore — Katherine Edmonds,
Dorothy Day.









Teachers College. N. Y.
Vermont University— Helen French,
Belle Randall.
Wellesley—Elizabeth Smith, presi-
dent. Katharine Tracy, Dorothy Mason.
Wells — Mildred Walker, Louise
Parker
Western Reserve University — Ar-





William and Mary—Virginia Hardy.
Caroline Ribble.








MUSIC UNFETTERED" IS THEME
OF SCHOLES' LECTURE RECITAL
It was with the memory of having
lectured eleven years ago at Wellesley,
his first American platform, that Percy
A. Scboles, the eminent British
critic and author, spoke in Billings
Hall on Tuesday evening, November :
To do anything well, pointed out Ai
Scholes, is not to abstain from doing
it. but to put in positive effort, a rule
as applicable to music as to genera!
conduct. The composer often spends
years working over a small passage,
making bis inspiration more effective.
The performer toils over his scales for
his brilliant presentation. After this
the listener inconsistently comes with-
out preparation. The listener to do
justice to the music must come pre-
pared to listen intelligently and will
do well to know a little of a composer's
life and background.
The principle by which the ordinary
person differentiates between the music
he likes and that he dislikes is a prin-
ciple of simplicity as opposed to com-
plexity. The average man will not dis-
like good music because it is good but
because it is complex. A waltz of
Brahms, simple and tuneful, will ap-
peal to the man of the street for the
same reason that jazz with its sharp
rhythm and simple melody will. Bach
fugues are complex; the wnole is made
up of variations on a wis*p of tune or
on several wisps of tunes. The un-
trained listener must concentrate to
follow these wisps, and only with some
effort will be enjoy Bach. By a Duo-
Art attachment on a Steinway piano
Harold Samuels played the Prelude
d Fugue in B flat.
The important reason for form in
musical composition, stated Mr.
Scholes, is that the human being is so
fashioned that he is uninterested
ther in constant repetition or con-
tinual changing of the melodies.
Haydn solves the problem with the
a form with its variations on the
theme. As an illustration of this
point, Rudolf Gans played a Haydn
onata on the Duo-Art. Beethoven ac-
epted Haydn's form and gave it a
lew depth of emotion and fulness, a
act which was illustrated in a repro-
duction of Harold Bauer's playing of
Rreilioven's Sonata Apassionata. Mr.
Scholes concluded his program with
John Duke's performance of Edward
MacDowell's Joy of Autumn, a simple
SIXTY-SIX MEMBERS OF 1928
ATTAIN HIGH ACADEMIC RANK
Sixty-six members of the class '(
1928 iii Wellesley College attained
honor rank during their freshmai
year and are on the sophomore bono
list. These honor students are graded
into two groups, comparable to the
"Dean's Lists" of many colleges
Muriel .Hurray of Croton-ou-Hudson
Xew York, has (lie distinction of hav-
ing the highest average for her fresh-
man year oi any member of the class
of 192S. The honor list, which fol-
lows, represents an average of :5,9S^
of a class membership of 413 students
Group I
Curtiss, Elisabeth; Shelton, Conn.
Eastman, Katharine; Philadelphia, Pa
Freeland, Elisabeth; Anniston, Ala.
Hesselman, Winifred; Rutherford,
X. J.
Loomis, Sally M.; Elkhart, Ind.
Miller, Doris C; Detroit. Mich.
,
Elisabeth; Whippany, N. J.
ay, .Muriel; Croton-on^Hudson.
Pancoast. Helen A.; Omaha, Neb.
Peloubet, Anna T.; Glen Ridge, N. J.
Rosenberg. Beatrice; Newark, X. J.
Rue. Alice AV.; Lansdowne. Pa.
edgewick, .Margaret M.; Hamilton,
Ont.
.
Kathryn I..; Providence. R. I.
terne. Katharine C; New York city,
'ood. Helen; Wynnewood, Pa.
Group II
dredge, Gertrude T. ; Dallas, Tex,
lien. Barbara; Brookline, Mass.
lien, Gloria L.; Lakewood, O.
lien. Ruth Y. ; Williamsport, Pa.
rcher, Helen E,, Hartford, Conn.
Bailey. Jeannette; Wollaston, Mass.
hie. Martha H.; St. Louis, Mci.
iwn, Virginia Rockford. 111.
ice, Dorothy E,; Pitchburg, Mass.
ler, Ruth V.; Plattsburg, N. Y.
Caitinbour. Eleanor: Indianapolis,
Ind.
Chase. Barbara; Holyoke, Mass.
Clarke, Alice F.; Mt. Holly. N-. J.
Coldwell, Helen X.; Goffe's Falls, X, H.
Collins. Elizabeth: Waltham. Mass.
Collins, Evelyn J.; Brookline, Mass.
Comfort, Mary L.; Haverford, Pa.
Cooper, Martha H.; Pittsburgh, Pa.
Davis. De Maris; Baltimore, Md.
Decker. Margaret H. ; Brockport, N. Y
Deppeler, Antoinette; New York City
Dow. Geialdin; Forst Hills, X. Y.
Dyson. Helen; Hazelton, Pa.
Epler, Emma D.; Reading, Pa.
Fowler. Louise L.; Waterloo, la.
Gibson. Jean F.; Mansfield, O.
Graham. Ruth W, ; Amherst, Mass.
Hodel, Florence; Maplewood, X. ,1.
Hollis, Florence M.; Philadelphia, Pa
Jewett. Frances L.; Chicago, 111.
Labbe. Pauline .).; Portland, Ore.
Lamkin, Bessie; Birmingham. Ala.
Lee. Grace; Auburndale, Mass.
Love, Lola M.; Yonkers. N. Y.













Anne F. ; Xew York City.
Katherine G.: Hartford, Conn,
Sollmanii. Mary A.: Cleveland. O.
ggs, Jane J.; Evanstown, III.
Twitehell. Constance M.: New Britain,
Conn.
Van Werden, Helen; Leon, la.
Wilson, Eloise; Pittsburgh. Pa.
Wolf. Caroline R.; yew Orleans, La.
Worth. Mary R. ; West Chester, Pa.
WALTER HAMPDEN NOW SECURED
AS HONORARY MEMBER OF 1926
i replying to the letter from the
ior (lass, addressed to him in New
York, which invited him to become an
n-ary member of 1926, Mr. Walter
Hampden stated that he would be glad
;cept. This answer that has now
: from Mr. Hampden has been
long delayed because he never re-
ceived the letter sent to him in Italy
last spring and so a second attempt to
reach him was made this fall.
—and here are the NEW
MARIE ANTOINETTE
Silken Underthings
So iii.ii. y women who "love dainty underthings" arc making Slattcrv's
their headquarters for new and lovely piece- of lingerie, that thi re" .-
an almo,' • ,,x-.,i ;,;.,-, about thi .',,,1,: Ind, indeed, Marie
the oft
'i-rnic-. tluir l-i-,, . ... i..-. 1
:









' Antoinett. underthings are in-
n^ely practical. I lie gowns don i ,1,,, ,.« the shoulder—they are
adc specially to stay on ! The slips have the fullness in flat features-
arc not bulky. The bloomers have good wide scams that don't tear
—that is the meaning of the "Marie
Crepe de chine or radium silk Crepe de Chine Chemises, soft
gowns with net tops, ivory-tinted and lustrous with wide, dainty
laces and delicate applique de- lace tops and trimming at bottom
signed, applied in most unusual new waistline or straight effect,
ways. Flesh, orchid, peach, white, also tailored radiums. Flesh
apple green 7.95 peach, orchid. 5.00
Crepe de Chine Step-ins—of un Crepe de Chine Chemises with
usual quality, attractively trimmed tops and border of delicate ivory-
,
at sides with dainty lace and net tinted lace—or radium silk with
footing. Flesh, peach, orchid. 3.95 pastel colored appliques. 3.95
heavy quality with wide
and NEGLIGEES
Satin or crepe de chine "quilts"
—
"Collegiate," in Misses' terminol-
a fall favorite of many—with rows ogy, arc French flannel coats of
of ecru lace interlined and belted, mannish design—cozy, "comfy"
Boudoir colors. 15.00 and candy-striped. ' 12.50





Open to Students for the ac-
commodation of family and
guests.
Living rooms available for
any social event—Bridge, af-
ternoon tea, or birthday party.
MRS. MARY B. HUGHES
Hostess
MONTOZON
A BATH for reducing
SUPERFLUOUS FLESH
Made exclusively from PINE
MONTOZON is for EXTERNAL
use ONLY
CLEOPATRA YARN GARTERS
in Black, Pink, Lavender, Blue,
Gold and Grey. $1.50 per pair.
IVY CORSET SHOP




Please! SIT For Xmas
Pictures NOW, And Avoid
Last Minute Rush,
YOU CAN NOW RENT
New Remington Portable Typewriters
JAMES E. LEE
Telephone 1440 and 0136
WELLESLEY INN
Luncheons, Teas, Suppers








Among the mail thrust away in the
editorial drawer for possible future ref-
erence is a letter containing the infor-
mation that 17 student conferences on
one subject alone were held in the
United States in 3 weeks. This is a fact
so remarkable that it ought to move
something. What it ought to prove
is this: the students of American col-
leges do not hold expediency up as
their criterion of judgment; instead
of making their decisions in the easi-
est and quickest way—the method
which one would expect of
students—they select the most diffi-
cult path, that of attempting to see
all points of view. All this providing
the conference attitude is one of sin-
cerity, intelligence and open-miiided-
ness. And this in our opinion is the
attitude generally taken. Student con-
ferences as a rule steer an intelli-
gent course between the Scylla of in-
decision and the Charybdis of impul-
sive mob action.
The Wellesley College NEWS board
extends to delegates to the W. I. A.





It is with great regret that the col-
lege accepts the resignatiqu o1
Catherine McOeary. from the presi
dency of the Baniswallows. The of
flee which she held as head of one o
the most popular and influential or
ganizations in college carried with it
heavy responsibilities as well
honors. These ill health has forced
her to forego, and the college, which
elected her. regrets it deeply.
Her influence, however, extends be-
yond the immediate present. Plans
Cor the year are well on their way to
maturity, thanks to her work, and to
her belongs the credit for giving the
To be sure ueither the opinions ex-
essed at the meeting nor the results
of the ballot have any executive power.
Neither are final in any sense of the
1. The Senate is a representative
body chosen by the college to make its
final decisions, and is acting entirely
within its rights whether its final de-
cision to be made at a meeting on No-
vember 19 is in accordance with the
ote of the college or not. But the
espouse of the student body, whatever
the i ..hi.-
ATTENTION
All students or faculty who are in-
rested in College Government prob-
lems are welcome to attend the open
ions of the conference Thursday
and Friday aftrnoons at 2:00 P. M.
nd Saturday morning in Claflin Hall
Visitors are asked to sit in the balcony
possible.
FREE PRESS COLUMN
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Only articles thus
signed will be printed. Initials or
numerals wilt be tised in printing
the articles if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements which appear in this
column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 10 A.M. oti
Sunday.
Contributions should not be over
250 words.
SKATS FOB LATE COMERS
, the Wellesley College News:
I have been meaning ever since Carl
Sandburg's Reading to bespeak for the
College an editorial on something
hich I believe has reached the pro-
portions of a practice and which I am
does not represent the spirit of
College. I observed at this Read-
two students sitting in front of me,
who evidently came early for the pur-
pose of reserving seats for their
friends.—three at their right and two
at their left. As the audience filtered
people were repeatedly refused
these seats. This seemed to me at first
well enough, but when a middle aged
an, uot a member of the College,
ral members of the faculty, and
finally a woman surely approaching
seventy were refused seats, it became
a rather conspicuous lack of courtesy.
I then observed that other students
throughout the hall were reserving
seats for late comers among their
friends. I realize, of course, how un-
fortunate it is for students having
late classes to be deprived of good
seats, but surely some way may be
found whereby guests of the College
need not be asked to get up, once
seated, and go elsewhere as was the
case with two older women whom I
observed. I am sure this procedure
did not represent the spirit of the stu-
dent body. Could a section of seats be
reserved for those who have late
classes?
Mabel L. Cummings.
At the dedication of the house on
April 17, 1SS6. a poem by Whittier
as read by Mrs. Palmer. The original
ttographed manuscript of the poem.
hich is entitled Norumbega, hangs in
the parlor. A copy of it is in the Col-
lege Library. The last few lines of
the poem are as follows:
nd lo! at last the mystery is made
OLDEST COLLEGE DORMITORY
HAS HAD INTERESTING STORY
ake place for
only dwellers naidens fait
England's Lan-Its Princess
reate sung;
And safe from capture save by love
It lends its beauty to the lake's green
shore.
And No) nbega i nyth no i
And Smoking Calms the Nerves
Dear Adonais: I cannot permit the
parallel drawn between chewing gum
and smoking to pass unchallenged.






Alumnae Hall was practically filled
for the Mass Meeting held there last
Thursday. On Friday over three quar-
ters of the college cast ballots giving
their opinion on the proposed ch;
in the smoking rule. When one
siders that in the entire college there
were probably quite a number of stu-
dents who found it a physical im-
possibility to attend the meeting or to
vote, one has a distinct sense that the
college as a whole is not indifferent to
community issues. Those who "were
present at the Mass Meeting realize
that in the main the opinions given
were thoughtful and were framed in
carefully considered sentences—were
not impulsive utterances inspired by
the stimulus of the moment. Prom
these points of view one can say with
assurance that the Mass Meeting and
the ballot were successful.
lege.
Just forty years ago next spring.
the oldest dormitory on the College
grounds was opened—Norumbega Hall.
Since Norumbega is one of the most
interesting houses on campus, as well
as being the oldest, and since so many
of the older buildings are being re-
placed by new structures and new tra-
ditions, a short history of Norumbega
may prove of interest.
The construction of the house was
made possible by a grant of 55,000
given by Mr. Eben Norton Horsford,
through the class of 1SSG, of which he
.
ras an honorary member, by another
5.000 gift, and by the work of the
lumnae. The house was named as a
tribute to Mr. Horsford's interest in
legend of the ancient city of Nor-
bega, supposedly built near Boston
by the invading Northmen, referred to
by Mr. Hervey Allen in his recital
The house was opened in the spring
of 1SSG, and that fall, "members of th
lass moved in. In the Presi
dent's suite at the end of the fron
hall lived Mrs. Alice Freeman Palme;
Mrs. Sharer, Mrs. Irvine, and Miss
Hazard, under whose administ
the suite was enlarged, and th
dents' parlor moved to the second
floor. It was considered a great hon
to live in Norumbega, as only the
quietest and most dignified student:
might live in a dormitory which
housed not only the president of the
college, but such well-know
bers of the faculty as Miss Sophie
Jewett. Miss Josephine Batchelder,
Miss Sherwood. Miss Hibbard. Miss
Kendall, and Miss Edwards. The first
Head of House, Mrs. Newman, who
pas greatly beloved by faculty and
tudents, was in office for twenty-five
years; and, it is said, had the same
cook during the entire time. Other
Heads of House have been Miss Buell.
Meaker. Mrs. Wavdwell, and Mrs.
Ewing. Under Mrs. Wardwell a sys-
tem of cooperative housekeeping was
in force for a few years.
Several traditions which formerly
were kept by all college houses have
fallen into disuse in all except
umbega. Among these is the ci
of morning prayers each Sunday
morning from S:45 to it. A house play
is also given each year at Norumbega
for the benefit of "Aunt Dinah," whe
has come to be quite a Norumbega in
If the smok- stitution.
2 is passed, let us consider it Norumbega will be the last of th.
rinciple of the college rather hill houses to be taken down when
an affirmation or a rejection I the new administration buildings are
personal preferences. I built. A new geology building will be
1927. erected on the site, but this will prob-
PSYCH0L0GY DEPARTMENT HAS
INTERESTING VARIED HISTORY
The initial donation of $1,000 for a
psychology laboratory was given to
the college by the Mary Friar Dilling-
ham Foundation for Psychological Re-
search as a memorial to Edmund
Clarke Stanford. Mr. Stanford was a
professor of psychology at Clarke Uni-
versity and later president of Clarke
College. He helped to build some of
the Wellesley apparatus which was de-
stroyed in the fire.
The new building, with its ten ob-
servation rooms, two dark rooms, and
; lecture room, is not the only
modern addition, for there are also
everal pieces of new equipment.
lass of 1914. in the memory of Anna
Margaret Miller, presented the depart-
ment with the Wirth-ache memory ap
paratus constructed in the Zimmermai
OXE MORE STEP
To tin Wellesley College Neios:
The unusual interest which, it is
universally granted, has been mani-
fested on the part of the student body
regarding the smoking question, is
gratifying. However, when we con-
der the fact that this widespread in-
teresl was originated, and for the
part maintained, by those who
dered the issue a personal
and not primarily as it affected the
college, we see the matter fro
different point of view. The interest
is certainly commendable; but would
it not be the more so if it were direc-
ted to all matters of all-college inter-
est? Why cannot this same enthusi-
manifested toward other mat-
hich concern the college as a
rather than as a group of in-
dividuals?
Wellesley is waking up, indeed. But
we need one step more before wt
shall attain the more unselfish atti
tude of Interest. Let us take it now







iced work consists of
four of them graduate
192?
Market Quotations
'ie also serves who only stands
11. we knew she waited ivhen she
for our coffee this morning, but
hanged if we thought it serving.
oughts on looking into the win-
"Once moil unto the breech, dear
friends, once more." h " said a.s he
slipped the t » dollars his friend re-
turned to him into his tt ousers pocket
OLD AUTOGRAPH LETTERS ARE
DONATED TO COLLEGE LIBRARY
The Library has received from Mr.
J:ames Lynah of Detroit several very
interesting autograph letters, the gift
of Elizabeth Lynah, "27; Marie Lynah,
"29, and their sister, who expects to
enter Wellesley with the class of 1931.
These letters are all addressed to
John Brooks, who was successively
Lieut. Colonel, Colonel, and Brig. Gen-
eral, and later Governor of Massachu-
Hymn of Hate
I hate to get up in the morning
On a cold and frosty morning
Before the sun is up
Before anyone is up
To study my lessons
—
But I have done it.
And I hate to get up in the morning
On a cold and frosty morning
Before the sun is up
To play hockey with gloating juniors
But I have done that too-—
And then they say




For the benefit of the members of
\e College who didn't go out to see
<r themselves, we arc pleased to an-
hi nee that the juniors made second
ace at Field Day. Yes they did. The
niors and sophomores and freshmen
ed for first.
Among the letter dated Ti-
conderoga. July 3. 1777. written by
Major William Hull describing an en-
gagement with the British; a letter
dated New York, Sept. 20, 1S24. writ-
ten by Lafayette, another written by
Daniel Webster, and oue signed by
Thomas Jefferson.
letters are on exhibition in the
re Room, which is open every
•on except Saturday
im two to four o'cloc
dwell*
Sun
T. Z. E. TO HOUSE EXHIBITION
OF IVORIES ON NOVEMBER 16
The of
mediaeval ivories will be held from
three to five-thirty at the T. Z
House, November 16. These plaster
reproductions are made by Mr. Freder-
ick Parsons of Cluny Lodge, Waban
from moulds obtained from the South
Kensington Museum, London, and the
Cluny Museum, Paris. They are
ored by him in imitation of the ancient
ivories of the Byzantine, the French
Italian and English schools. Although
this exhibition is also a sale at which
Mr. Parsons offers a generous dis-
count to Wellesley students, it is es-
pecially designed for those interested
in mediaeval arts and crafts.
L. H. L.
Ov rheard on Campus
try out for The Cradle
Al.iiils
i going into town,
e taxis rushing down,
me running, stumbling, pant-
Powdered, painted, furred and gowned.
Noses tilted, eye-brows lifted,
Just the proper blase air
Game dates, tea dates were in Boston,
For how many?
AH but one.
Speaking of smells, have you ever
noticed the musty smell in the lib-
rary? It is the odor of dead silence
which pervades the place.
And there is, let us add, the famous
odor of sanctity in the chapel.
Pertinent query: Does W. I. A. S. G.
mean Wellesley In Awful Smoking
Whatever.— we hope it solves the
heavy moral problem of Which is
Worse: To Smoke Gum or to Chew To-
bacco?
At any rate, it's a cinch that in this
place of magnificent distances we'd




Fifth Avenue, New York
Smart Fashions
for
Morning, Afternoon and Evening
Sports Attire











Monday and Tuesday, Nov. lfi-17
Annn o. Mlaaon ,inil I.rwls Stone In
"The Talker"
tivrf, and Thurs., Nov. 18-19
"Not So Long Ago"
Friday iukI Saturday, Nov. !*>-:l
"The Man Who Found
Himself"
Have you tried the
delicious Luncheons and






Have you see// the Poetry Corner at
Hathaway House?
Here the elder poets in their fine leather bind-
ings, and the younger poets in tjay jackets are gathered
together for your delight. The hooks of Miss Reese
in a lovely Mosher edition Vachel Lindsay's latest
book with his own marvelous illustrations, Robert
Schauffler's magic name are on the shelves and tables






MAJESTIC—Die Daughter of Rosie
O'Orady.
PARK—Elsie Ferguson in The Orand




CASTLE SQUARE—Abie's Irish Rose
".USE DAYS"
Every once in a while, the world
would begin to think that it was get-
ting sick of the stereotyped musical
play it the authors did not make each
successive one a little different, a little
more exciting than the last one. June
Days at the Wilbur Theatre admir-
ably uses Alice Duer Miller's Charm
School as a basis for its youthfully
exuberant comedy. The idea of a
young man running a select school for
young ladies to pursue elusive charm,
offers excellent opportunity for many
amusing situations, especially when
the young "head" has fallen in love
with the niece of the chief trustee, and
is trying his best not to give himself
away.
The dancers of the cast are particu
larly clever and talented. Their pres
entation lends color and vivacity t(
make up for a slight thinness in the
plot. The principle feminine part is
well taken by Wyn Richmond who is
appealing as Elise Benedotti who final
ly succeeds in captivating the appar-
ently already occupied heart of Austin
Beavens, played amusingly and sympa-
thetically by Jack McGowan. Much of
the spirit of genuine comedy is incar-
nate in the role of the negro gardener,
played by Jay C. Plippen. The music
is bright and gay, sometimes sweet,
Inn nut t>xtr;iorilin;irv.
CAMPUS CRITIC
UK. ROBERT HAVEN SCHAUFFLER
To Wellesley Mr. Robert Haven
Schauffler has paid the tribute of al-
s connecting its name with poetry,
chiefly because of the inspiration of his
acquaintance with Miss Sophie Jewett
on the occasion of his first visit here.
In his recital on Tuesday afternoon,
November 3, Mr. Shauffler began
with his war poem, The White Com-
rade, the authorship of which Miss
Bates chose as her introduction to the
author. The poem deals with an ex-
perience, somewhat auto-biographicat,
of a wounded soldier on the firing line
who sees a vision of the Christ suffer-
ing the pain of old wounds reopened.
Here, as in most of the rest of Mr.
Schauffler's work, a lack of originality
nd vigor in phrasing is somewhat
made up for by the directness and
plicity of his diction.
'here followed two sonnets on two
trasuting deaths, that of Jim John-
who was "nine parts dead" when
was alive, and that of William
Shakespeare for whom the same ex-
perience was "not an end but a be-
ginning" of his "unending day."
Homesick in England was preceded by
tale of Mr. Schauffler's experience in
the Inn at Stratford-on-Avon where he
became homesick for the backwoods of
Maine — "this doggerel," to use the
poet's own phrases, being the result.
"Doggerel" was a term applied by Mr.
Schauffler several times during the
eading to his own work, perhaps in
eference to his selection of poems,
perhaps in recognition of the fact that
too obvious rhymes and metres take
much of his work from the category of
poetry and place it in the category of
Tryst told in the phraseology of the
backwoods of the man who watched
the sunset every evening as if he "was
findin' himself rare company," and
put the question "What's in a sunset
to see?" A more telling poem in
same style was Harvest. To prove
that Charles Lamb had no copyright
on the idea of having a dream child,
Mr. Schauffler read several verses to
his "Curly-Head," one of which, that
child reaching for
a candle flame, had somewhat of the
brightness of the fire of which it spoke.
A sonnet, Portals of the Dawn, which
was the stone for two birds: to oblige
a semi-child, age 16, and to prove to
John Drinkwater that the final couplet
of a Shakespearean sonnet must not
necessarily sound "dinky," was per-
haps the most excellent bit which Mr.
Schauffler read. He gave further some
admitted doggerel, and concluded his
recital with the well-known Scum o"
the Earth, a defence of the immigrant
written at the time there was need of
such defence.
J. B. W.
ENGLISH COMEDY OF MANNERS
AT LAST COMES INTO ITS OWN
During the last few years there
has been a slow but steady revival of
the almost forgotten style of the Eng-
lish Comedy of Manners, said Mr.
Walter Prichard Eaton, in addressing
a college audience at Founders Hall
on November G. That form of drama
which had its birth with the return
of King Charles II to England and
whose culmination came with the pen
of Mr. Sheridan, lias lain neglected
through the last two centuries be
cause a Victorianized world has con
sidered it immoral. The Americar
has been unable to divorce his books
and plays from his own life and that
of his neighbor's. At last, however,
the taboos are being lifted, and an in-
telligent audience is ceasing to feel
contaminated by seeing a mastei
piece of Wycherley or Congreve enai
ted upon the stage.
The Elizabethan drama, written, for
an enthusiastic democratic audienc
was vastly different from the Reston
tion drama which resulted from tl
Puritan suppression when Cromwe
sat on the lid for a number of year
Coming back from France imbued
with French customs and ways of
thinking, Charles II let off the clamps
and the accumulated steam boiled
over. Even Shakespeare had to be
"jazzed up" to please the caval:
aristocratic crowd who were the only
theatre-goers of the late seventeenth
century London. They wanted a re-
flection of their own life, and conse-
quently put everything in that had
been suppressed, overloading the
stage with indencencies; yet the Res-
toration Comedy of Manners is a real
record of the upper crust of English
life under the last of the Stuarts. It
shows a beautiful, intellectually prob-
ing, brilliant, stylized life of a restive
court, magnificently costumed; it por-
trays an age when the well-bred felt
obliged to be able to turn an epigram.
The Comedy of Manners ended with
the destruction of the old aristocracy,
but it was written in, the English lan-
guage, comprehensible to an English
:k)s Muki
MORE SPACIOUS ABODE FOUND
FOR THE C. G. HEADQUARTERS
Under pressure of weighty transac-
tions and deliberations Betty Smith
has removed the scene of college gov-
ernment action from its cramped quar-
ters in the right wing of the Ad build-
ing to a spacious two-room suite be-
hind the EI Table in Number 34. Miss
Smith now has a private room with
two exits—the advantage of this might
be questioned, but motives in high
places are not readily divulged, and
the little white hen sitting on the
president's desk has a don't-question-
look in its eye. Such a tremendous
•ease in wall space has apparently
presented difficulties to the office dec-
orators, for there is a duplication of
"Agreements" between faculty and
students, framed in wide black on the
walls of both the' outer and inner
sanctums. There is the possibility of
course that they were hung there to
overawe the visitors. Besides a pri-
vate telephone, the apartment houses
three desks, two lockers, in case the
occupants make a long stay, and two
filling stands. In fact the college gov-
ernment headquarters in their entirety
present an impressive ensemble
ANITA WHITNEY, '89, SOCIALIST
REFORMER, IS NOW CONVICTED
The case of Anita Whitney, Welles-
ley 1889, has caused a great stir in the
press as well as in private circles.
Anita Whitney as a member of the
I. W. W. has been declared guilty by
the California courts of breaking the
criminal syndicalism act passed dur-
ing the war in California. The su-
preme court dismissed the case for
want of jurisdiction upon the author-
ity of the act, a fact which leaves
Anita Whitney no way of avoiding San
Quentin Penitentiary unless a pardon
is granted her by the Governor of
California.
The respect with which Miss Whit-
ney's name has always been held, her
reputation for accomplishment for
good, and the questionable justice of
the act, has aroused in the progressive
papers much indignation against Miss
Whitney's sentence. Aside from the
legal question as to whether Miss
Whitney has definitely broken the act
in merely belonging to .the I. W. W.,
her character and work has called for
the support of the liberals and pro-
gressives of the country.
From The New Republic is quoted:
"The case of Miss Whitney grew out
of the legal terrorism practised, under
cover of the excitement of war and
fear of revolution, against workers
who sought to improve their condi-
tions. Indeed Miss Whitney was
known for her outspoken advocacy of
political means of securing a change
in the social order as opposed to revo-
lutionary or direct action."
The tribute of The Nation is, "From
the time of her graduation from Wel-
lesley, Charlotte Anita Whitney has
been one of those troublesome people
who not only deny that we live in the
best of all possible worlds, but want to
do something about it. As a social
worker in California she helped abate
gambling, bawdy-houses, and other
evils. Whatever her views, she is a
woman of a high life and noble spirit,"
SENIORS FIRST, 1928 SECOND
IN ANNUAL CREW COMPETITION
1926 won the annual fall crew com-
petition on Thursday afternoon, No-
vember 5. The first senior boat won
the race in regard to form as well as
speed. The sophomore boat came in
second and the juniors third, though
in form this order was reversed. The
placing of the second crews followed
that of the first ones almost exactly.
In the race between the two freshman
and the sophomore beginner's boats
the freshman number two boat won in
both form and speed.
In scoring the competition for form
was on a basis of forty, the race on
a basis of sixty, this being divided
into twenty for form and forty for
speed. This gives a maximum of one
hundred points. The final scoring was
as follows:
1926 First Boat 100
1927 First Boat 77
1928 First Boat SO
1926 Second Boat 97
1927 Second Boat 77
192S Beginners 88
192S Second Boat 81
Boat No I 77
1929 Boat No II 90
EXTRA SALE OF GREEK EMBROIDERIES
At the request of a large number of
people who were unable to attend the
le of the work of Greek Refugee
Women, a second opportunity will be
ed to those who would like to
the things on Thursday, Novem-
ber 12.
The sale will be in room 223 Foun-
ders' Hall, and will begin at 3:30 P. M.
Katharine M. Edwards.
The Alliance Franchise will hold
its salon on the evening of Novem-
ber 20, instead of the 13th, as pre-
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Out From Dreams and
Theories
CORKEl'TIOS
Dm- !. by the Bu
, 1925,
,
of Occupations, Louise Tuer
, [,. 1 in a recent issue ot the NEWS
to be !i itching geology. Miss Titers is
teaching geography in the Friends'
School. Washington. I» r
ADDITIONAL OCCUPATIONS OF
MEMBERS OF 1925 PUBLISHED
The fdllowillg is a list of the activi-
ties of members of the class of 1925
who did not register with the college





Beerman. Hazel. At home.
Brandon. Agnes. Secretarial course,
Detroit, Mich.
Carr, Sarah. English Literatur
University of Chicago.
Catron, lues. Law, University of
Chicago.
Codmau, Florence L. Traveling,
Cook, {Catherine C. Assistant ii
brary, St. Joseph, Md.
Dubbs. Jean. Medical course. Rush
Medical College, Chicago.
Easton, Kate. Journalism, Liter
ture, History, University of Wisconsin
(Summer). Business course.
Pincke, Margaret E. Music and His-
Hards, Ina I. Acting—Beechwood
Players, Scarhorough-on-Hudson, N. Y.
llg. Frances L. Medical course, Cor-
nell University.
ICeely, Frances. Greek, Poetry, Ox-
ford, England.
Koehler, Mildred L. (Mrs.) At home.
Kwei, Chi-liang. Medical course.
Larimer, Mildred. At home (mar-
ried). (Mrs. George T. Welch).
OPPORTUNITY FOR WOMEN IN
BOOKSHOPS TO BE DESCRIBED
Mr. Albeit Harrison Hall of Hall's
Book Shop, Boston, will speak on
"The Book Shop as a Vocation for
Women," oil Friday. November 20. at
I: in in Room 122, Founders Hall.
Mr. Hall, who is the father of
Louise il, ill. 1927. is much interested
in the opportunities for women in
book shops, and has assisted a num-
ber of young women in getting started
in this business. Mr. Hall will speak
on the practical aspects of the sub-
ject—on the capital needed, probable
income, methods of work, etc. It is
an excellent opportunity for all those
wiio are interested in book shops to




Libbey, Ruth. Hygiene i
lesley College.
Morris, Charlotte. At ho
Pang Mary Ellen. Y. W. C. A.
work and writing.
Parsons, Alice Harriet. At home.
Perrin. Carol P. Tutoring in French,
Buffalo. N. Y. Music. Studying voice.
Remien, Ruth G. Volunteer work,
Chicago, 111.
Sammis, H&rrlette. At home.
Selligman, Doni. Traveling (Eu-
Shearman, Helen. Teaching Latin
in private school, Washington, D. C.
Thompson. Henrietta. At home.
Towle, Evelene M. At home.
While, Virginia. At home (mar-
ried). (Mrs. Donald E. Harker).
ALUMNAE ENGAGETnTaRIOUS
FORMS OF ACTIVITY AT HOME
Numerous members or 1925 are at
home, doing volunteer work, traveling
or taking courses of study. The list of
these follows: Allen. Mary W.; Alleyn
Isabel; Berkey, Virginia; Bickford
Helen M. ; Billings. Doris; Brewster
\h.'. i'.!Mwn. Mary Belle; Buchan
Sarah; Bump, Lucile; Burnett, Mil-
dred; Caldwell, Virginia B.; Capers
Dorothy; Caveny, Susan; Collins, Mar
garet; Dodge. Alice S.; Doughty, Mar-
garet; Dyer, Elizabeth; Fletcher, Lu
cile; Frenud. Louise; -Prick. Grace M.
Griffin, Sue [C; Helwig, Florence
Hempstead, Katharine B.; Harstein
Miriam; Houston, Mary M.: Hutche-
son. Mary I.; Kelly, -less; Lewis. Pran-
ces; Lid seen. Lilith; Lothrop, Mary
L.; McCaffrey. Irene; MacKinn in,
Elbe. Marcy, Hilda H.; .Maxwell,
Martha L.; Pemlergast, Dell; Paulson.
Esther C; Pettee, Virginia; Rathbun.
Dorothy; Ripple, Doris M.; Roat. Eve-
lyn; Scheidenhelm, Mary L.; Shea,
Kathryn; Shears, Elizabeth; Stilson.
Helen: Wallace, Eleanor 11.; Wetten,
Mildred B.; Williams. Margaret C;
Willis. Helen C. : Zuber, Natalie;
Christie, Sarah B.; Martin, Elizabeth
C; Miller, Ruth; Todd, Roberta.
HARVARD LAMPOON PUBLISHES
AMUSING REGULATIONS FOR 29
In the .November 4 issue of the
Boston Evening Transcript the fol-
lowing list was said to have been
drawn up by the Harvard Lampoon
an effort to acclimate the freshme
Freshmen must:
Stamp their feet when the first m
leaves an examination.
Remove hats in English 28.
Denounce Harvard "indifference."
Feel sorry for the boy back hoi
ivho went to Yale.
Stand in front of Leavitt and Pier
and look like a football man.
Walk across Anderson Bridge
e railing.




TO DISCUSS THE WORLD COURT
al World Court St ink-
\\-i r«-p-
.\"e llainpshi.
Florida to Oregon are developments in
mpaign of information on the
World Court. The Senate is sche-
duled to debate on the World Court on
December 17, when the Swanson Reso-
n will come up. On December 11
The Intercollegiate World Court Con-
icea t Princeton will begin. The
Student, which is conducting a




The Southern Club held a si
id meeting on Friday, November G,
at Shakespeare.
Mrs, Swallow, the Head of House
at 14 Abbott Street, entertained her
present house, and those who were
there last year on Tuesday. November
3. The tea was in honor of Anna Sar-
gent Hayward, president of
whose sister, Elizabeth Hayw
village senior at 14 Abbott.
The NEWS board held a t
freshmen competitors at Agora, Fri-
day, November 6.
The Music Club held a meeting
Agora on Friday evening, Novembei
Professor and Mrs. I nniean enter-
tained the students of astronomy at
tea on Sunday afternoon, Ni
The Mathematics Club
A. K, X. Tuesday evening. November
10.
The Press Board had dlnm
llin mi Thursday, November 5, with
Mr. Harlan Ratcliffe, School and Col-
lege editor of the Boston Transcript,
and Mr. Drumnumd, assistanl citj
editor of the Christian Science Moni-
tor, as their guests.
{Catherine Carman, '-'7. gave a Lei
for her mother on Sunday. November 1
Professor Roger Loomis of Colum-
bia addressed Mrs. Loomis' lecture
classes on Monday, November 2
COMMISSIONER PAYSON SMITH
SPEAKS ON NEWER EDUCATION
Dr. Payson Smith. Commissioner of
Education in Massachusetts, addressed
a body of students and faculty from
Wellesley and neighboring schools, in
Billings Hall, on Monday, November 2.
Dr. Smith chose for his subject "The
Newer Aspects of Education." By way
of introduction he made a few state-
ments about the general growth of
education. According to Commission-
er Smith, education is becoming more
and more of a profession. No longer
does it have the mere acquisition of
knowledge for its aim; its primary
goal now is the growth of the individu-
al. One of the four great aims of
modern education is the conservation
of knowledge. "This conservation is
in the hands of the college women."
said Dr. Smith. The elementary
schools can not do it. Their business
is that of giving the tools of education.
Their chief concern is with its basic'
elements, such as reading and a ne-
cessary outline of American history.
Commissioner Smith's second point
was a discussion of specialization in
the high school. There are so many
things to be known that of a great
deal we must necessarily be ignorant.
"One of the trends of education is to
educate people with the current of
their interest." said the Commissioner.
He added that he looked forward to
the time when young men and young
women will not be required to pass
college entrance examinations in all
subjects.
in the third place America needs
intelligently discontented minds. Ac-
cording to Dr. Smith'.- ideal, education
be <!,.-] othe
st.--d.
School subjects used to be studied in
a detached way. but more and more
knowledge is being applied to outside
problems, as is evidenced by such
schools as Harvard Law and Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology.
Commissioner Smith concluded with
the statement that "knowledge is not
power until it is applied."
CONSUMERS' LEAGUE TO HOLD
PUBLIC MEETINGS IN BOSTON
nnual meeting of the National
ers' League, which occurs in
Boston on November 19 and 20, will
id older members of the college
it was largely a group of Welles-
vomen who were responsible for
the formation of the national organiza-
On Thursday evening, November
be League will give a public din-
at the Hotel Vendome in honor
of John Graham Brooks and the other
founders. The luncheon on Friday
also will be open to the public, and on
evening, Professor John R.
esident of the League,
will speak on "How to Do Away with
Unemployment," Wellesley ought to
he well represented at all these ses-
sions. All members of the college in-
terested to attend are asked to com-
municate at once with Miss Newell or
Mr. Mussey. as reservations must be
made by November 17 at latest.
LUNCHEON SERVED EVERY DAY
AT BOSTON WELLESLEY CLUB
Luncheons are being served daily,
except Sundays at the Wellesley Col-
lege Club, 131 Commonwealth Avenue,
to members and their friends. The
luncheon hours week days are from
twelve to one-thirty, and Saturdays,
from twelve to one-forty- five. Girls
coming in on the Saturday noon train,
especially those staying at the Club
for the night, will find it convenient
to stop for a luncheon, quickly and
attractively served.
Saturday is "Undergraduate Day" at
the Club, and since the number of ta-
bles is limited, it is wise either to
come early or reserve a table for your
party. The price of luncheons is sixty
cents and upwards.
The House of Youth
presents the Costume Suit, the
Separate Coal and the Tailored
Frock with an unusual charm and
in a diversity of original modes
whose youthful cachet will appeal
strongly to the smart college miss.
2 NOW, —ABOUT THAT SPREAD ! U
of the best, and
CANDIES
variety—foods out of the ordinan
NUTS COOKIES
:nt variety of highest quality.
/ Convenient Daily and Special Deliveries
The WELLESLEY FRUIT CO.
S0138-
W—TELEPHONES—1493-M
WASHINGTON STREET WELLESLEY SQUARE







Bicycle Repairing Will Be Done Promptly
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Dinner Dancing Tea Dancing
6 to 8 3 to 5.30
NO COVER CHARGE
Billy Lossez directs his Colonial Orchestra
personally afternoon and evening
THE SHEPARD RESTAURANTS
Tremont at Winter Street
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
MR. ASHTON SANBORN SPEAKS
ABOUT EXCAVATIONS IN EGYPT
The Senior Art. courses were very
fortunate in having Hie opportunity to
hear Mr. Ashton Sanborn o!
ton Museum of Fine Arts ieafc en
"Excavations in Egypt" last Saturday
morning. Mr. Sanborn began his
lecture with a description of the geo-
graphic environment of Egypt and the
effect this isolation had on the devel-
opment of her art and government.
The Egyptian was an eternal water
carrier, evidence of which is shown
in the vases and vessels of all kinds
which have come down to the pres-
ent day, and are taken by each Egyp-
tian to serve him in the other world.
which be conceives to be_niuclL_like
the one he is leaving.
Art Is Chiefly Fuiiereul
The Egyptian raised to its highest
development the idea of individual
existence after death. All the art of
Ancient Egypt which has come down
to us, is planned for the after life.
In the tombs have been found all
kinds of vessels, and implements. Ot
especial interest are the stone pallettes
in which they mixed the paint to dec-
orate their bodies for ceremonial oc-
casions. These are usually in the
shape of some animal.
The absolute autocracy of the Old
Kingdom made it possible for kings
to pile up great wealth, which they
invested largely in their tombs. The
colossal pyramids and sphinx at Giz-
eh are the tombs of the three great
kings, Chephren. Cheops and Mycer-
inus, while the sphinx is the head of
Chephren placed on the crouching
body of a lion. Connected with the
pyramids were temples which repre-
sented the universe in miniature, and
whose walls were painted with every
day scenes of the life of the deceased.
A long causeway led from this tem-
ple to another temple at the river
bank which formed the main entrance
to the tomb.
Im the temple, were statues of the
king and members of his family, made
for the "ka" or spirit to recognize
whenever it should desire to come
back to the body it had previously
inhabited. The roof of the temple
was supported by columns, generally
representing plant forms, the lotus,
papyrus or palm.
Reliefs Reveal Vncienl Customs
The reliefs found in the tombs re-
veal all phases of life. There are rep-
tions of women weaving, river
scenes, pottery-making, hunting, fight-
ing and agriculture, all surrounded by
a typical artistic design. Mr. San-
born emphasized the difference in the
desire for portraiture in modern times
and in Egypt. Their portraiture was
not for the creation of beauty, but for
perfect character delineation, so that
liie "ka" might recognize his face at
any future time. He told aboul the
smallest pyramid at Gizeb. and the
discovery of the lower temple by Dr.
Reisner. Unlike the Greeks, the
Egyptians represented their kings as
deities. Egyptian art shows the
"strict economy of means." Pure se-
lection is the criterion of the high-
est perfection of sophisticated art.
The slides which Mr. Sanborn showed
gave a remarkably clear picture of
Egyptian life and art.
PROFESSOR BOGARDUS PLEADS SWEET BRIAR IS INSTALLING
SCIENTIFIC OUTLOOK ON RACE META GLASS AS NEW OFFICER
In :jii>\v*.t to tiu- debatable question
.. i the Oriental can be taken
into the United States while the lat-
ter nation at the same time .-ale-
guards her own interest and renders
jus Ici . Professor Bogardus of the
University of Southern California of-
fered several suggestions, after trac-
ing the history of the California-
Japanese controversy, in a lecture
on race relations given in the Geology
Lecture Room on November 4. Amal-
gamation is always difficult because
of the social ostracism enjoined by
the friends of both parties, but as-
similation of the Japanese is highly
possible, he stated, if the foreigner is
under forty years of age and literate.
As the human race has developed
from various social groups settled in
different localities, divers ways of
looking at life have also evolved. The
American looks at life objectively
while the Japanese regards the way
that the other person is thinking, and
thus grave misunderstandings occur
between two peoples merely because
of points of view. The migrators, fur-
thermore, do not abandon the traits
of character they have developed, so
the Japanese bring with them the
frugality and industrial efficiency,
necessary to livelihood in the small
area of Japan, and it is this that ex-
cites the anti-Japanese American
propagandist.
Reorganization 01 Race Relations
At present there is a reorganization
going on in race relations. Immigra-
tion is coming to an end, the United
s being one of the first countries
to set up the bars, and migration will
liave to take some new form iu tire
future. It is an odd phenomenon in
race relations" cycle that when
day workers are called from some
over-populated country to a new
country it is the new country which
turns against the very foreigners she
senl for, after a few years.
The results of the recent legislation,
particularly the 1924 Federal act by
which Japan is excluded from her 2
percent quota in the immigration law,
have been that Japan is losing confi-
dence in the United States, it is fur-
thering the spirit of armed natk
ism, and is forcing Japan into the
leadership of the colored races.
was Professor Bogaradus' opinion
that in all but the one slip-up of the
"picture-bride" situation Japan has
tried to be fair to the United States.
It is for this country to approach the
matter scientifically and to deal just-
ly. "The line of progress," he said,
"is clear. Have we the courage to
follow it up?"
VVellesley is sending two represen-
tees to the inauguration of Miss
Meta Glass as President of Sweet
r College on Friday, November
Miss Margaret Christian oE the
class of 1915 is the official delegate.
Mile. Marguerite Mespoulet, associate
professor of French, is also attending
e ceremony and is one of the speak-
Miss Glass is a sister of Mr. Carter
ass, who was Secretary of the
•easury under Wilson. She held an
administrative position at Columbia
INDIVIDUALISM FORMED TOPIC
OF LIVELY FORUM DISCUSSION
The Forum held a meeting in the
Music Library on Tuesday evening,
miber 3. Twenty sophomores,
ws, and seniors, who are trying
out for Forum membership attended
meeting, and helped to create a
her lively discussion of the topic
Individualism. Helen e Martin, the
president, led the group, and suc-
isfully guided the discussion back
m the wide field of ideas to which
occasionally strayed to the main
points at issue. The group decided
that individuals who receive benefits
i being members of society, must
up some of their individuality for
sake of that . society. Then this
question was brought up: Is there
any system under which one's individ-
uality might be less restricted?
Among others, the question of the






brought about through education.
that the realization on the part of
individual that the fullest life of
community in his fullest life should
be worked for. The Forum was ver;
happy to have present at the meethif
Miss MacKinnon, an Honorary Mem
ber.
BELLBOY AT COPLEY COMPARES
DARTMOUTH AND HARVARD MEN
Dartmouth men are more generous
and better dancers than Harvard, ac-
cording to the statements given by
a Copley-Plaza bellboy to a reporter
from the Harvard Crimson, after the
two intercollegiate balls ol recenl
date. The bellboy is quoted as saying
of the Dartmouth men, "Yes sir, they
put on a snake dance in Cambridge
and they also had their snake dauce
in here."
The bellboy gave credit to Harvard,
however, in the matter of sobriety.
"Who indulged the most. I can't say,
but I know that the Harvard men car-
ried themselves with more dignity
than our visitors."
YOU NEVER SAW THIS BEFORE
nd i
mow, for today 1 sec some-
ew under the noon-day sun.
t something is lingerie hold-
I on The fas
no bigger than shirt-studs—wee
little flowers of white-gold. They
are made like thumbtacks—honest!
—with a little cap to go on the
pointed end. after one has pushed
it through the several straps upon





After the curtain has rung
down and the last of the ap-
plause has ceased—then is
when the hard-working actress
truly appreciates the fragrant
congratulations that a good
looking bouquet of flowers only
65 {jndm Strut , $S CentralSired
lOellesley 0$QJ i Welkskij 1770
WELLESLEY. MASSACHUSETTS
THE PERRY HOME
8 DOVER ROAD Phone Wei. 0718
Opposite the First Tee of the Wellesley College Golf Course
Single or Double Rooms, With or Without Private Bath





First Editions Illustrated by
KATE GREENAWAY
Book of Games $15.0C
Under the Window S10.0C
April Bahv's Book of






We specialize in School




work makes it possibl










A few comfortable rooms no
season, with or without bath Ste
ning water. Reasonable rates.
available for the white
heat, hot and cold run
Special breakfasts & luncheons
Table d'Hote Dinners
Special Chicken Dinners








* iatioji for student government.
3:30 P. M-. Room 224 Founders Hall.
By request, an extra exhibition and
sale of embroideries done by refugee
women in Greece, under the manage-
ment of the American Friends of
Greece.
r'rhliiy, >ovemlpcr lit: Conference as
above.
7:30 P. M., Alumnae Hall. Barn
Informal event, three one act plays.
Saturday, November 14: Conference
Sunday, November 1">: 11:00 A. M..
Memorial Chapel. Preacher, Dr.
Charles Ft. Brown, Dean of Yale Uni-
7:30 P. M.. Vesper Service. Special
Music. Choir will be assisted by ten
members of the Harvard Choir and
also by Mr. Clifton Wood, of Brook-
q, Bass soloist.
Uoiidiiy, November W: 4:30 P. M
Alumnae Hall. Second lecture in th
Orientation Course for Freshmen
Professor Helen S. French of the De-
partment of Chemistry. Subject:
Sciences.
Tuesday, November 17: 4:30 P. M.,
Alumnae Hall. Poet's Recital, Mr.
Vachel Lindsay.
8:00 P. M.. Alumnae Hall. Lecture
by -Mr. William Beebe. Subject: The
Vovage of the Arcturus to the Sar-
rosso Sea, his latest expedition. Mov-
ing pictures and lantern slides.
Tickets at the bookstore and in other
places.
Wednesday, November IS: 8:00
P. M-, Billings Hall. Address by Mile.
Louise Weiss, managing editor of
L'Europv Nouvelle, who since 1919 has
been gathering valuable information
throughout Europe including Soviet
Russia.
LOST
Two ten dollar bills somewhere
Wellesley. If found please re-
turn to the Dugout.
ALUMNAE NOTES
'20 Laura Ewe to James G. Hunt-
ng. University of Minnesota.
MARRIED
'16 Charlotte Chrystal to Edmund
William Reeve, October 15 at Summit.
X. J. Address: 17 De Bary Place.
Summit, N. J.
'21 Celia Christie to Walter Carr
Giles. October 10 at East Greenwich,
R. I. Address: 239 Kenyon Avenue,
Swarthmore, Penna.
'21 Eugenia Norris to Ralph Dew-
.y Pavell, September 20, 1025.
'21 Madeline Snyder to Fred A.
Phillips, October 24. 1025.
'22 Winnetta David to Ensign
Warren C. Haycock.
'22
.Margaret Dye to Vale Truitt,
University of Penna.. October 14. 1925.
'22 Elizabeth Parsons to Mr.
Henry B. Slathe in Brooklyn, X. Y„
October 17.
'22 Helen H. Chain to Wilbur B.
Maskell. October 14, at Melrose, Mass.
23 Elizabeth Stockhridge to John
A. Ludlow. Address: 3S5 Highland
Ave.. Upper Montclair, X. J.
ex-23 Mary V. Blunt to Alexander





'24 Elizabeth Avery to Theodore
P. Collier. University of Illinois, '23,
(let. 24.
'24 Nanette Marks to Philip Segal,
Dartmouth '23, Sept. 1. Address:
1984 Commonwealth Ave., Boston.
•24 Helen Noyes to Theodore Bick-
ford, Tufts '23, Sept. 4, 1925.
'24 Mary E. Pohlson to Norman
Estes McCulloch, October 17, 1925.
'24 Jean P. Ross to MacDonald H.
Pierce of Cleveland, Ohio, June 20,
1925, Address: 51S Islington St.,
Toledo, Ohio.
BORN
'21 To Dorothy Cook French twin
(laughters, Elizabeth Roberts and
Mary Constance. July 2, 1925.
'22 fTo Mildred Dtirnnt Achorn a
son, John Durant, September G, 1925.
•22 To Marion Bristol Lawson a
son, John Bristol, August 9, 1925.
'22 To Helen Frnnkel Lubetkin a




An Exhibit and Sale
of
Fashions and Correct Accessories
THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY




FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK
LOST
A pin consisting of two pu
thysts and three small peal




A BLACK CAMEO RING
Set in gold and pearls
WABAN STREET LODGE
Very Desirable Rooms for College
Transients at
11 Waban Street
Breakfast served if desired.
Phone Wellesley 0218-W
ENDOMEBOS T O X
"Service with a Smile"
Cammonwealth Ave at DartmouthSt
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
THE ROYAL FRUIT STORE
J. K. GEORCAS
Choicest Foreign and Domestic Fruits
Vegetable and Fancy Groceries
SPECIALTIES
Jellies Shrimp
Cheese, all kinds Pickles
Fancy crackers Bacon
Nuts, Shelled and Unshelled
Courteous and Prompt Atl





[ion Given All Orders
(ery (Where car stops)
FRESHMEN. SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS, SENIORS, ATHLETES
Do You Know ?
"HOW TO STUDY"
Some of the Topics Covered
Why You Need This Gu
G. M. Whipple, U.
t K.,,,.1 *t;m i.n.l milk,- tills year u liielily sue, e-stul one by sen.l
You Need This Intelligent Assistance
AND MAIL
TODAY.
5--sh Jordan Marsh Company
Oh what a treasure chest of
Gift ideas and delightful re-
membrances,— here indeed in
one place one may find those
precious bits, which, though not
costly, represent
the frankincense










6 Grove St., Wellesley, Mass.
Manager, OTTO J. DAMON
CLOYES





We have just received our new assortment of Christmas cards.




—the smartest girls are sponsor-
ing the vogue of Sports Fur
Coats. Raccoon is a favorite, its
swagger smartness ready for any
occasion. Squirrel and Beaver
—Leopard,NaturalMuskrat,
and Nutria—each numbers its
devotees by the score! Gunther
Coats have that air of "differ-
ence" that well-dressed girls in-
sist upon. The only thing or-
dinary about them is the price!
A large selection of Fur Sport




FURRIERS FOR MORE THAN A CENTURV
